ROCK Hard LOVE Hard (Rock Hard Musical) (Volume 1)

Meet Hayworth (Hay) James, star
quarterback at USC, whose dreams of a pro
football career got cut short by a massive
injury. In order to stay in college, in order
to afford college, he takes a chance on
auditioning for a musical, called Rock
Hard Love Hard, which happens to be
directed by one of the hottest women hes
set his eyes on - Fiona Wilde, a beautiful
creature who happened to be highly
talented and gifted. Meet Fiona Wilde,
recent graduate of the prestigious theater
graduate program and a musical
talent...also the plaything to the sexy,
mercurial, and slightly dangerous Michael
Bailey, financier of Rock Hard Love Hard,
and purveyor of carnal pleasures. When
Hay, All American Golden Boy football
star, gets cast as the rock star Tristan in
Rock Hard Love Hard, and gets directed by
Fiona Wilde, all kinds of crazy ensue as
hot tension, unbelievable shocking yet
comedic scenes and even dangerous
elements combine into an explosive
rocking contemporary romantic novel
about a made-for-adult musical only the
mind of the sexy fictitious Sebastian
Sorensen (from The Protege series) can
dream up.
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